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EGM Executive Search and Recruitment is a 100% SA owned

and operated business with a national and global reach. We

love engaging with the community and sharing insights into

the industry. 

 

Here’s a review of the past 12 months:

 

As an organisation EGM has continued to grow. Despite being

impacted by the effects of economic shut down related to

COVID-19 quarter 4 will see us at 65% of target but still

increase roughly 40% overall in year on year growth. April was

a huge shock to the system as many organisations took a

“knee-jerk” reaction to pause all recruitment and cut costs.

This saw a near 70% decrease in revenue. 

 

The main industries affected were Tourism, Hospitality and

Construction. Industries that continued to recruit were

Manufacturing, Defence, Local and State Government as well

as large organisations with contact centres. Start up and fin-

tech businesses continued to hire, apart from those in the

badly affected industries.

 

It was a busy time for Private Equity with many hitting the

breaks as early as February, but activity in May especially

around the M&A and transaction space has seen an increase in

hiring of key roles. 

 

We are cautiously optimistic about job creation in South

Australia. As always, in times of disruption, there is always

opportunity for organisations and candidates alike.

 

Kind Regards,

 

Mark Johnson and Yasmine Johnson

Co-Founders, EGM
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Digital, Technology and

Transformation (+58%)

Executive and Interim (+46%)

Contact Centre (+42%)

EGM has seen the demand for silent

search offering rise along with

organisations wanting to maximise

our Interpr8 offering and inhouse

psychometric testing. 

 

While technical skills are important

the role understanding the best of

cultural fit is just as important.

 

The sectors of recruitment where

we have seen the biggest increase

have been:

 

Year in Review 
What jobs increased?

ROLE
TYPE

Public Sector (+76%)

Financial Services (including

Fin-tech) (+65%)

 Defence (+56%)

The top three industries we have

been most active are:

 

Year in Review
Where are the jobs?

INDUSTRY
SECTOR
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Programme/Project Managers

Business Development Managers

Service Delivery ManagerIT Technician Level 2/3

The most obvious area of growth for EGM hires was in the IT space. We dealt with innovators

and start ups with exciting products, organisations needing transformational change and also

MSPs looking to get the best people from a technical perspective but also setting ambitious

growth targets and needed technical sales people for B2B growth. 

 

Internally the Working From Home arrangements forced from COVID19 implications kept us

busy finding staff to help organsiations transition to remote working.

 

Key Roles where we have seen an increase in demand from clients:

 

 

EXECUTIVE
AND INTERIM
The demand for executive appointments

remained steady with an increase on silent

search. Many organisations experienced a

changing of the guard at Executive level

and required swift but subtle changes. 

 

Again, the areas around transformational

change, technology, systems and finances

were the key areas in demand.

 

 

 

DIGITAL
TECHNOLOGY AND
TRANSFORMATION
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Interim Chief Financial Officer

Chief Information Officer

Interim CEO

Key Roles where we have seen an increase in

demand from clients:

 



 

ACCOUNTING
AND FINANCE
The impact of organisations needing to

transition from the future of work to the now of

work revolves around the speed and integrity of

data so that leaders can make informed

decisions. 

 

The role of the finance team has moved from

being a compliance and policing force to that of

a true business partner enabling organisations

to make quick decisions.

 

In turn the importance of finding candidates

with a strong technical background coupled

with excellent interpersonal skills is more

important than ever.

HR BP - Transformational Change

Talent Acquisition Managers

Contact Centre

The HR industry has seen a focus on organisations craving transformational change. Good

leadership is worth its weight in gold and this has been visible in the HR market at the $150+

area. Organisations are moving towards having strategic and operational Business Partners

(BPs) than the traditional HRM and Advisor model.There has been a focus on Talent Acquisition

and Recruitment roles in large organisations to deal with high volume recruitment particularly in

the healthcare sector and our business support team has been kept busy with high volume

contact centre recruitment. 

 

We see 2020 as a year where these trends continue but also see opportunities for HR Business

Partners. From an office support perspective as we emerge from the economic restrictions there

will be a demand for highly-skilled project, executive support and customer service roles.

 

Key Roles where we have seen an increase in demand from clients:

 

 

HR AND BUSINESS SUPPORT
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Interim Senior Finance CFO/FC (with focus on

change)

Systems Accountant

Finance Manager (with a blend of technical,

systems and people skills)

Key Roles where we have seen an increase in

demand from clients:

 



Systems Engineer

Mechanical and Electrical Engineer

ILS Engineer

2020 has been an interesting year which has seen instability in the usually steady Construction

industries caused by a lack of investment in commercial property development and a slow down

in infrastructure projects. This is something we predict to change in the next 12 months as a

result of Federal, State and Local Government expenditure. COVID-19 saw a mini renaissance in

Australian Manufacturing which we hope will continue. While in South Australia, there has been

a huge amount of movement in the Energy and Resources sectors along with Defence. The

increase in Defence projects has encouraged a number of businesses to invest in local supply

chains. There has also been a demand for vehicle engineers.

 

Key Roles where we have seen an increase in demand from clients:

 

 

SALES AND
MARKETING
As described in our Future of Work White

Paper the world of work is changing and

while technology is changing the way we

work the future is about people. The ability

to collect and interpret data has had a huge

influence in the sales and marketing space

while technical knowledge around sales and

business development roles has become a

prerequisite.

 

Relationships and relationship building

skills are the icing on the cake for any sales

role. The Fintech and Digital industries has

seen a huge demand for business

development managers.

 

 

 

TECHNICAL,
OPERATIONS AND
ENGINEERING
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Customer Success Manager 

Business Development Manager (Technology and

Digital)

Digital Marketing Officer

Key Roles where we have seen an increase in demand

from clients:

 



2020

SUMMARY
Australia has one of the strongest

economies in the world, until 6 months

ago we had almost 28 years of

consecutive growth. 

 

However, it’s clear that there are

challenges ahead with the make-up of

the employment market changing

rapidly. Its technology and the onset of

the digital world that are the real issues.

There’s no question that things are

changing at a quickening pace and it’s

impacting all of us. 

 

For example, a CEDA research paper

explored the high probability that 40

per cent of Australia’s workforce, more

than five million people, could be

replaced by automation within the next

10 to 20 years.

 

We see the key skills demand for roles

in 2021 being a blend of technical and

interpersonal.

Edwin George Merchant and Partners (EGM) is a modern Executive Search and Recruitment

consultancy with a focus on excellence, business outcomes and continuous improvement.

We’re 100% South Australian owned and trusted by a range of clients from SMEs to ASX and

Blue-Chip companies across all industries.

 

 We've brought the Executive Search and Recruitment industry into the 21st century...into the

"now of work" by incorporating technology and science to the search attraction and

identification of talent. 

 

We are young, growing, with a thirst for brilliance. EGM combines our 

proven search methodologies, governance framework and amazing recruiters 

to ensure no stone is left unturned and that the perfect person does not slip 

through the net.

 

ABOUT EGM
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